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the multi-user server (mus) is an enterprise
server that enables multiple users to work
simultaneously on one or more projects. the
server manages all simulation runs, provides
access to the entire ansys portfolio, and enables
users to access data and perform analysis on
projects with a high degree of security and
reliability. the server is designed to enable a
development team to work together on a single
project, no matter where they are located,
enabling faster and more collaborative
workflows. for more information on the ansys
enterprise server, contact us here. the ansys
engineering knowledge manager (ekm)
individual software is integrated within the
ansys workbench environment and facilitates
managing simulation data from multiple ansys
workbench projects. this setup type allows an
ekm server to be set up for an individual user on
their own machine. in this single-user mode, you
can access your private repository on your own
server, as well as have access to the full
capabilities of ekm. the ansys electronics
desktop (aedt) is a platform that enables true
electronics system design. aedt provides access
to the ansys gold-standard electromagnetics
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simulation solutions such as ansys hfss, ansys
maxwell, ansys q3d extractor, ansys siwave,
and ansys icepak using electrical cad (ecad) and
mechanical cad (mcad) workflows. in addition, it
also includes direct links to the complete ansys
portfolio of thermal, fluid, and mechanical
solvers for comprehensive multiphysics
analysis. tight integration among these solutions
provides the user with unprecedented ease of
use for setup and faster resolution of complex
simulations for design and optimization. for
more information on the aedt platform, contact
us here.
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design and simulation of aerospace structures
can be difficult. this is because of the sheer

volume of material that needs to be considered
in any given project. this is why ansys

developed dynamic elasticity, a boundary- and
contact-based fe solver. the dynesys software
has the flexibility to account for different parts
of the structure, and therefore makes it easier
to design and simulate a wide range of aircraft

structures. dynesys is designed to be more
efficient than traditional elasticity solvers. the
ansys designer engineering software enables

users to create, analyze and visualize
engineering models, and simulate product

designs to understand how they will perform in
manufacturing. ansys designer offers a

comprehensive suite of built-in modeling and
analysis capabilities that allow you to solve

complex design problems in a variety of
industries. users can perform rigorous product-

to-market analysis and reduce the risk of
redesign by developing a reliable understanding

of product behavior. the rich set of options in
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ansys designer 8.0 include: visualization: create,
edit, and interactively analyze 2d and 3d

product models. modeling: create, analyze, and
simulate multiphysics designs from electrical,

thermal, fluid, mechanical, and static structural
analysis. analysis: simulate a wide variety of

product behavior from mechanical and thermal
stresses, to electrical, thermal, and fluid

analysis. manufacturing: generate a design for
manufacturing using ansys mechanical and
electrical cad workflows. netlist generation:

generate a list of components and
interconnections required to build a product.
product attributes: define and assess product

attributes, including surface quality,
performance, cost, and more. support: rapidly
get expert advice and resolution of problems.

optimization: perform a topology optimization to
determine the design that will perform best.

transfer to product: generate a mockup of the
final product. 5ec8ef588b
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